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Introduction� The 
grandmother cell� has a long history in vision� Some�
times it is being proposed as a serious model for recognition problems�� and�
more often� it is given as a straw man for how recognition could not pos�
sibly work�� In its usual form� the grandmother cell is described detecting
the presence of features in particular locations of an image and ring when
enough evidence for a grandmother �or whatever other kind of object the cell
is specic for� has been found�

Recently� there has been renewed interest in the grandmother cell be�
cause it can be shown that a small collection of such cells� each specic for
some 	D view of a �D object� can collectively approximate well the visual
appearance of a �D object viewed from di�erent angles���� � Those theoretical
results together with psychophysical support� suggest that a grandmother
cell approach� when worked out properly� might account for some aspects of
visual object recognition�

Unfortunately� when applied to actual images� such approaches to recog�
nition are empirically prone to false positive detections �misdetections�� this
phenomenon can be understood in a statistical framework��

The basic reason is that both because of model variation and because
of the presence of occlusions in images� matches are never perfect� and a
less than maximal activations of the input features to a grandmother cell
must still be considered evidence for the presence of an object� But spurious
features can conspire to activate enough of the inputs to a grandmother
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cell to trigger detection� resulting in a false positive� So� there is a tradeo�
between the amount of occlusion and model variation that is tolerated and
the probability of misdetection�

This e�ect can be lessened somewhat by making individual receptive elds
smaller and thereby reducing the probability that spurious features activate a
feature detector� but this means that the grandmother cell may fail to detect
instances of an object that are even just slightly deformed�

The traditional approach towards resolving this problem has been to pos�
tulate that attentional and segmentational mechanisms precede the recogni�
tion stage� Such mechanisms would limit the input to the grandmother cell
�or another recognition mechanism� to the features belonging to one object at
a time� thereby reducing the probability that features contribute spuriously
to the input of the grandmother cell�

In this work� I suggest an alternative� or rather additional� simple mech�
anism based on higher�order connections at the inputs of the grandmother
cell� motivated by theoretical statistical considerations� The relationships
between segmentation and the approach presented here will be discussed at
the end�

Network Model� Mathematically� a simple grandmother cell is nothing
more than a slightly generalized linear discriminant function

G � ��
X

�iFi � c� ���

Here� the Fi denote the activations of individual feature detectors� � is some
global thresholding function� and c is a constant� In particular� in the Radial
Basis Function �RBF� approach to �D object recognition� the Fi are chosen
to be the logarithm of Gaussians� and � is the exponential function� But we
can also interpret the above equation statistically� Let us assume that the
feature detectors Fi have binary outputs� Then� the grandmother cell can be
used to compute an estimate of the conditional probability that a particular
object is present in the image by choosing �i � P �objectjFi� and by choosing
��x� � ex� under the assumption that the Fi are mutually independent�

In actual images� this independence assumption is violated� This can be
shown by actually measuring correlations in images� and it can be argued for
on theoretical grounds by considering an idealized world model��

	



This observation suggests that we consider a more general model of the
grandmother cell�

G � ��
X

�iFi � �ijFiFj � c� �	�

By choosing non�zero �ij� this model can now also take correlations between
features into account when assigning quality�of�match measures��� to the
image for the object represented by the grandmother cell�

Experiments� To test the validity of the above ideas� two networks� one
corresponding to Equation � �linear network� and another one corresponding
to Equation 	 �pair network�� were trained on partially occluded images of
randomly generated deformations of blob�like objects �positive training ex�
amples� and random collections of background features not containing the
object �negative training examples�� The networks themselves are shown
schematically in Figure ��

As in the literature��� the centers of the radial basis functions Fi were
chosen from an unoccluded view of the object� The activation of the Fi by
training examples is shown in Figure 	�

The weights �i and �ij were adjusted using the perceptron learning algorithm���� �

either with a xed update rule� or with updates proportional to the inverse
of the number of patterns presented to the learning algorithm so far�

The results show a striking di�erence between the linear network and
the pair network in their ability to determine the presence or absence of an
object in an image at a given location� For the chosen density of features in
the negative training examples and the size of the receptive eld of the radial
basis functions� the performance of the linear network is only slightly better
than chance� whereas the pair network achieves error rates lower than ���
Representative learning curves are shown in Figure ��

As a control� these experiments were also carried out at signicantly lower
densities of features for the negative training examples� in which case both the
linear network and the pair network were capable of learning the presence
or absence of the object in the image nearly equally reliably� In another
set of experiments� in addition to using a low density of features for the
negative training examples� some features of the object were more likely to be
occluded than others� The interpretation of the parameters �i in Equation �
as conditional probabilities would predict that object features that were less
likely to be occluded would receive higher weights in the linear network�
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which was what was found�
It is interesting to look at the kinds of solutions that were found by the

networks� The most important observation is that in the pair network� if
two feature detectors Fi and Fj have nearby receptive elds� their corre�
sponding term �ij will be signicantly greater than zero� The parameters �ij

corresponding to feature detectors that are separated widely are near zero or
slightly negative �see Figure ���

The interpretation of this nding is the following� If two features are close
to one another� they are both more likely to be a�ected by an occlusion in the
same way than features that are widely separated� Since the receptive elds
of the Fi were chosen not to overlap signicantly� no such correlations exist
for spurious features� neither in the short range� nor in the long range� By
giving more weight to those pairs of features that are signicantly correlated
for positive examples but have no correlation for negative examples� the pair
network can achieve its lower error rate�

Discussion� I do not propose this simple network as an alternative to at�
tention and perceptual organization in the human visual system�there is
extensive evidence that such phenomena are real�but instead as a comple�
mentary mechanism� The implementation in terms of neural hardware seems
so simple �it could potentially even be implemented by non�linear processing
in dendritic trees� and the advantages of implementing it so straightforward
that it would be very surprising if the human visual system did not take
advantage of it�

More importantly� however� attention and perceptual organization require
some initial representation to operate on �the initial percept���� Likewise�
neural network models of attention� like the ART network�� begin atten�
tional selection by comparing an input vector against stored representations�
That is� models of recognition involving perceptual organization generally
rely on a rst step of analysis that has to proceed without the benet of
any attentional selection or prior organization� It is at this stage that the
higher�order network methods discussed above could signicantly improve
the overall performance of the recognition system�

A di�erent class of models for the use of perceptual organization and
attention for recognition relies on bottom�up grouping and segmentation
processes�	� ��� 
 Such methods generally use a xed measure of how likely
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it is that di�erent features originate from the same object� Based on such
measures� a good �or optimal� global interpretation is found that divides the
image into regions belonging to di�erent objects� Such methods also tend
to be iterative in nature� In contrast� the method present here is adaptive�
even on a per�model basis� it does not require a global interpretation of the
image� and it is strictly feed�forward �rather than iterative��

For simplicity�s sake� The above discussion was phrased in terms of a

grandmother cell� approach to recognition� but the same principles apply
to other kinds of object recognition systems� The approach to reducing the
probability of false matches based on higher�order connections described here
should prove useful adjunct to methods based on bottom�up segmentation�
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Figure �� Network Structure�

Figure 	� Examples of features �light gray� and activations of features detec�
tors �black squares��
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Figure �� Learning Curves�

Figure �� Visualization of the weights ��j� Open squares represent negative
weights� lled squares represent positive weights�
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